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Message from the CEO
Perhaps the best summary of this year would be that our Foundation ‘weathered the storm’ that was brought
on as a result of Covid-19. Much like someone who has experienced a heart attack or stroke, we were initially
shocked by this pandemic, but we were fortunate enough to have the right staff, volunteers and donors that
helped navigate us through fiscal 2020.
As a result of years of financial prudence and consistent planning, our Foundation was able to make it through
the first phase of Covid-19, but it was not without many cancellations of events and programs. While these
cancellations resulted in a decline in gross revenue, I am pleased to say that with the support of so many, we
still managed to finish the year without a loss in net revenue. That is an amazing accomplishment and the
direct result of strategic decisions made by our Board, and unwavering resolve from our staff, the support
from the federal government wage subsidy, and the generosity of so many sponsors and donors – thank you!
Ensuring the health and safety of our organization has rightfully dominated our efforts this past year. We are
all too aware of the challenges and hurdles that the Covid-19 pandemic has brought onto our society and
our foundation was not immune. Building an effective and solutions-based strategy has ensured our stability
throughout this tumultuous time.
The first two quarters of fiscal 2020 saw growth in the Foundation which had us positioned to outperform
fiscal 2019 and surpass our targets set for the year. We were on track to host another year of successful
events such as: Napa Hockey Heroes Weekend, NB Heart Truth presented by Jean Coutu, and our new Walk
Off the Earth concerts which were all sadly cancelled. While these cancellations were difficult, I am pleased to
say that we still managed to execute the first full year of funding for the Live Well | Bien Vivre program, as well
as, launch a new Stroke Navigation program.
The new and unique demands that Covid-19 continues to present precedes itself but forced us to rethink the
way we operate at every level. Our staff mobilized quickly to build a strategy that would sustain our fundraising
and health promotion efforts. Virtual connection has now become a key part of the way we operate, that
extended from new virtual fundraising efforts to online health coaching. While we were facing unplanned
challenges, we should all take pride in the way our Foundation has successfully adapted to an ever-changing
external environment.
Heart&Stroke NB continues to lead the fight against heart disease and stroke in New Brunswick, and after a
challenging, but successful 2020 we continue to be well positioned for a successful recovery into F21.

Kurtis Sisk
CEO
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Message from the Board President
On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of New Brunswick, I want to extend
our appreciation to the staff, volunteers and donors who ensured our stability through the first wave of
Covid-19 and continue to lead our recovery.
It has become clear that our success in previous years and in the first half of fiscal 2020 built a foundation
that was able to sustain the economic impact we’ve seen over the last six months. Continuing to focus on this
same strategy will ensure that our recovery allows us to rebuild beyond our pre-pandemic level.
The HSFNB is fortunate to have dedicated volunteers who go above and beyond on behalf of the Foundation.
While it would be impossible to thank everyone, I would like to especially thank our departing board member,
and former President, Dr. Mary McKenna who has been instrumental to the success our Foundation has had
over the last 10 years. Mary’s contributions have been an incredible asset to our team and her passion and
professionalism will be missed.
With fiscal 2020 being the final year of my role as Board President, I want to thank staff and the board for their
dedication to Heart&Stroke and their commitment to success. It has been an honour to serve in this role and I
am confident that the future is bright.

Dan McKim
President
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Statement of Operations
Revenue

						2020					2019 		
Hockey Heroes				$
229 648				$
951 970
Bequests and Major Gifts 				538 287					650 275			
Campaign Receipts				236 612					424 775			
Jump Rope for Heart				30 371					257 322		
Other Special Events				51 587					254 608
Direct Mail 					351 022					219 441
Memoriam Donations 				155 555					176 625
Big Bike						221 160					146 850
Material Sales and Other Revenue 			
85 138					
94 436
Endowment Fund				40 000					55 638
Dividends 					26 986					20 374
Interests 					12 037					19 011
Loss on Disposal of Investments 			48 547					(781)
COVID-19 Wage Subsidy				
468 852					
- 				
						
2 495 802				
3 270 544

Expenses
						2020					2019
Health Promotion			$
815 312				$
1 173 954
Fund Development 				605 283				1 047 346
Medical Research and Facilities			552 098				722 025
Administration					181 252					273 344
							2 153 945				
3 216 669

Government Managed Health
Promotion Programs

					
2020					2019
LiveWell: Funding			$
813 305				$
69 903
Stroke Navigation: Funding			
102 642					
LiveWell: Administration Expenses			(62 567)					(16 687)
Stroke Navigation: Health Promotion Exenpses
(102 642) 				
LiveWell: Health Promotion Expenses		
(750 738)				
(53 215)
							
- 				
-

Expenses: Breakdown
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